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more anxious to get on board, and the confusion was rendered
worse confused by the baggage—rolls of bedding, gaudily-
painted boxes, bundles of live fowls, open tins of native butter
and all the strange belongings—from bird cages to musical
instruments—that Oriental passengers delight to take on their
journeys.
It would be difficult to imagine a more barren or sun-scorched
spot than Muskat and in addition to its desolation the place has
fallen on evil days. Trade has diminished and the authority of
the Sultan over the neighbouring tribes has relaxed. The great
days of Muskat can never return. Once its Sultans reigned over
Zanzibar as well as a considerable extent of what is now the
Persian coast. Slave trade and gun-running added to the
revenues. Both are to-day suppressed. The town is small, and
half of it appears to be in ruins. Remains of the old walls are
here and there visible and farther inland a third Portuguese fort
blocks the valley. The water supply is obtained from wells sunk
in the bed of the river in which the stream flows only after
sudden and rare rains. The Arab population is small for the
majority of the Sultan's Arabian subjects live away inland.
Beluchis and, in less number, Indians predominate in the town.
The heat is so great that in summer the British Resident, and
all the other officials who can get away, migrate to Karachi,
There is no electricity and no ice.
As our steamer proceeded from port to port the passengers
became more and more varied in type, language and costume.
At the northern end of the Gulf, Arabs had predominated, with
a few Indians and Persians, but southward the Bcluchi type
became almost general—often men of fine feathers and pleasantly
savage, with shiny black hair emerging from under their turbans.
With few exceptions, they were very dirty.    Yet they quite
evidently took pride in their personal appearance and some of
them  gave  themselves  great  airs  though  few  unfortunately
considered washing a necessity.   There was a young Arab who
had come on board at Dabai who was an amusing person of
infinite conceit.    His swagger was delightful ;   his walk, his
manner, superb.    He wore long light-yellow garments with a
kefiyeh over his white turban of fine blue and white muslin, held
in place by a purple silk cord.   His silver dagger was of excellent
workmanship.   Like all the rest he was a deck passenger but
unlike most of the rest he was clean.   His attitude of friendliness
to us all was the attitude of a sovereign toward his subjects and

